
1
What have the government said will happen to EU 
citizens who have not registered for settled status by 
2012?

a) They will be deported
b) They will not be automatically deported
c) They will be allowed to stay indefinitely



2
Britain is due to leave the EU on January 31st. How 
do some campaigners want this to be celebrated? 

a) An extra public holiday
b) Big Ben to chime 
c) A minute silence



3
The Taal volcano is erupting, increasing fears of a 
tsunami. Where is it?

a) Indonesia
b) Japan
c) Philippines



4
Which company has committed to remove all the 
carbon is has emitted since it started in 1975?

a) Google
b) Apple
c) Microsoft



5
Which airline was saved by the government agreeing 
to lower the tax duty it pays? 

a) Flybe
b) Virgin
c) Easyjet



6.
Which rapper has been criticised for a lyric about 
the 2017 Manchester bombing? 

a) Stormzy
b) Eminem
c) Dave the Rapper



7
What did 17 year old NASA intern Wolf Cukier
discover on his third day there ?

a) A second moon of Earth
b) A new planet
c) An alien working in the IT department



8
Donald Trump was angry that he did not win the 
Nobel Peace Prize this year. It was won by Abiy
Ahmed. What country is he Prime Minister of?

a) Somalia
b) South Sudan
c) Ethiopia



9
A woman who was featured on a Chinese banknote, 
died at the age of 90. But what first had Liang Jun 
achieved that led to the honour?

a) China’s first female engineer
b) China’s first female politician
c) China’s first female tractor driver



10
Scientists identified the oldest material known to 
exist on Earth: parts of a portion of a meteorite, that 
fell in Australia were dated at 7.5 billion years old. 
Analysts said it smelled like what?

a) A year 9 classroom with closed windows
b) Brussels Spouts
c) Peanut butter


